Newtown Hope on Main Street
Fighting Cancer Together

Instructions:
There are 8 clues to lead you through the Scavenger Hunt and to find and photo our beautiful Newtown
landmarks. Solve the riddles and follow the clues. When you arrive at the landmark, take a picture (you
can be in it if you want J) and post it on Facebook or Instagram. Make sure to tag Hope on Main
Street!!
Let’s have some fun!
RIDDLES AND CLUES
Clue # 1
Underneath the tree
On a Winter’s Eve
Where Mr. and Mrs. C sit
When festive lights are lit
Clue # 2
A man and his furry friends
Such a friendship never ends
Going for a walk or standing guard?
The beauty of Newtown forever in regard
Clue # 3
Hungry? Where’s a great sandwich in town?
The Treadwell, The Sandy Hook, The
Dodgingtown,
Make your choice
And you’re sure to rejoice
Clue # 4
Standing tall in the center of town
Its presence is renown
Protecting all with strength and pride
Its beauty cannot be denied

Clue # 5
If there’s anything you need to know
Here’s where it’s sure to show
Serving Newtown since 1877 in plain black
and white
If it’s newsworthy or town-worthy, be sure
to read it day or night
Clue # 6
Have a party or go to a movie
This is the place to be
Popcorn, soda or Gummy Bears,
Plenty of laughter and memories in the
plush new chairs
Clue # 7
Sundaes, scoops or soft serve
Always a treat to deserve
Sugar cone, cake cone or waffle cone
Enjoyed together or even alone – no
judgement zone J
Clue # 8
During the month of May
For a quacking good day
Watch as the ducks race
To see who will be in first place
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